Man with shotgun is jailed

By MARY HEILMANN
Assistant News Editor

Notre Dame Security confirmed Tuesday that a man possessed a sawed-off shotgun was arrested on the Notre Dame campus on Lyons halls late Monday night.

Security officers identified the man as David J. Dutka, 18, of Goshen, Ind., according to a statement released Tuesday.

Dutka is being held in the Saint Joseph County jail on a possession of a sawed-off shotgun and a minor in possession of alcohol, according to Deputy Bruce Martin of the Saint Joseph County jail booking department.

Security was called at about 9:30 p.m. Monday after a gate officer noticed the "suspicious activity" of two men who had just entered campus in a car driven by Dutka, according to the statement.

The men had told the gate officer they were going to South Dining Hall. The officer, however, watched the pair drive past.

When Security officers approached Dutka in the Lyons Hall parking lot, he was standing alone next to his vehicle, the statement said. One of the officers also saw he was walking toward Monterey Hall. Dutka then got out of the car and walked to campus to drop off a hitchhiker he had picked up in Goshen, the statement said. Dutka said he seeGUNS, page 4

What's up doc?

Sophomore Bryan Green monitors a phone at Counselline, a confidential telephone service that offers professionally taped materials for a wide variety of student concerns, including suicidal crisis, homosexual tendencies and depression.

CLC meeting is closed to public

By MARK PANKOWSKI
News Editor

Citing the need for open discussion of three parietals proposals, Student Body President Mike Switek has decided to close today's Campus Life Council meeting to the public.

"If the presence of the press or non-CLC members will prevent good conversation and hinder the chances of the resolution passing, then I feel I have to eliminate that hindrance," said Switek.

The most important thing is that we get that resolution through and I want to do anything I can do," said Switek. The CLC, which includes rectors, student representatives and administrators, will discuss three proposed changes to the parietals policy.

The proposals would extend Sunday violation hours to 12:30 a.m., push back morning violation hours to 11 a.m., and reduce the penalty for overnight parietals violations.

"I'm going to talk to the rectors at this meeting," said Switek. "More than likely future CLC meetings will be open to the public.

"I want to do anything I can do," said Switek.

By CLIFF STEVENS
Assistant News Editor

The recent Vatican removal of a Catholic University theologian's teaching post would be "legitimate," according to Father Richard McBrien, chairman of the theology department.

McBrien said a move like the ban against Father Charles Curran's teaching at Catholic University, Washington, D.C., could not be repeated here because Notre Dame is independently owned and operated under a lay board of trustees and subject to state laws and rules of accreditation.

Citing Catholic University's "locus status as a Vatican-chartered American university," McBrien said Curran's removal was part motivated by his "unorthodoxy" to Vatican control.

"If (Curran) were at Notre Dame, they couldn't have gotten him at all," said McBrien. "They couldn't have committed him, they could have censored him, but he'd still be teaching.

"Curran, a critic of the Church's positions on public theological discourse and sexual morality, is characterizing his output, was informed of his removal Aug. 18 in a letter signed by the head of the Vatican's Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.

"They decided that although Catholic theologians, including those at Notre Dame, are tentatively subject to canonical mandate, nobody knows the precise meaning and application of the concept.

"Who gives the mandate? Who has to have the mandate? Is there any kind of appeal process?" asked McBrien, saying the Vatican's removal "fails to answer these and other relevant questions.

McBrien, widely quoted in the national media on the issue, said Curran's removal could become the "right wing" of the Church wars Catholic universities to be "like a Catholic seminary" rather than maintain standards of academic freedom.

"Can an institution be Catholic and a university at the same time?" he asked. "That's what's at issue here.

"Producing national leadership to University President Father Theodore Hesburgh," he said Catholic universities had proven the compatibility of Catholicism and academic integrity.

"You can't have a true university that's subject to the control of people outside it, especially non-academic people," McBrien said. "You can't do that and still have a Catholic university."

He said Curran's removal "effectively undermined any claim that Catholic University see CURRAN, page 4

Parietals revision is approved by HPC

By REGIS COCCIA
Copy Editor

A unanimous vote of approval was given to a proposal concerning parietals changes in parietals at last night's President's Council meeting.

The proposal, presented by Senate Committee on Parietals Chairman Brian Holst, recommended that the current du Lac policy that would extend Sunday violation hours 12:30 a.m. and push back morning violation to 11 a.m.

The proposal will be presented at the Campus Life Council today. The council will then need the approval of Vice President for Student Affairs Father David Tyson for it to become official policy.

"Extending visitation to 12:30 on Sunday evenings makes parietals more consistent with morals," Holst said, noting that many dorms celebrate Sunday mass late in the evening.

"I felt also the proposal is concerned with lessening the penalties of parietals violations. He emphasized that the Senate committee "maintains that breaking parietals is still a serious violation." but considers

the penalty of suspension for overnight parietals violations unecessary.

The senate committee is seeking an amendment to du Lac, Holst said. "The proposed change lessens the possibility of suspension for a first-time offender, but still gives the University the prerogative to suspend an offender who already has a record of parietals violations or who repeatedly disregards regulations concerning parietals," said Holst.

In another business, Judicial Council member Maria Cintor announced that anyone accused of a University offense can contact her for help and advice. Cintor said she has University permission to attend hearings, but cannot contact accused students. Students accused of a University offense, Cintor said, must get in touch with her if they want advice.

HPC Chairman Joanne Cattell said all ballots were presented at a special HPC meeting Monday and was also accused of a University offense, Cintor said, must get in touch with her if they want advice.

HPC Chairman Joanne Cattell said all ballots were presented at a special HPC meeting Monday and was also accused of a University offense, Cintor said, must get in touch with her if they want advice.

HPC Chairman Joanne Cattell said all ballots were presented at a special HPC meeting Monday and was also accused of a University offense, Cintor said, must get in touch with her if they want advice.
In Brief

More children have been shot to death in Detroit so far this year than in all of 1985, according to police records.

"The reason we're seeing more kids killed or wounded is because there's a greater utilization of scene and subscenes in the drug business," said Executive Deputy Police Chief James Warner. "There's an awful lot of shootings going on out there; that's a result of drug trafficking and disputes over turf from which to deal drugs." -Bannon said. -Associated Press

Of Interest

A concert featuring The Monkeys will be held at the Athletic and Convocation Center Tuesday, November 11th at 7:30 p.m. Tickets will go on sale next Monday. Student ticket sales will begin at 9 a.m. at the Career and Placement Center located at Gate 3 of the A.C.C., the Fieldhouse Dome. Students purchasing tickets must be valid students and buy a maximum of four tickets. No lines may form before 6 a.m. on Monday. A ticket sale for the general public will also be taking place at the Gate 10 ticket windows of the A.C.C., the Arena Dome. -The Observer

The Business Careers Forum will be held tonight at 7 in the Memorial Library auditorium. Three business executives will give advice on business careers and how to prepare for them. Their talks, sponsored by the Notre Dame Management Club, will be followed by an open discussion. Everyone is invited. -The Observer

Healthy food choices at SAGA and for life will be discussed tonight from 6:30-7:30 by Julie Mareschi, R.D., P.H.S., clinical dietitian for an eating disorder program at a Chicago hospital and nutritional consultant for SAGA. The free lecture will be held in Regina North Lounge. -The Observer

An Interview Training Workshop for seniors in all majors will be held next Monday from 4 to 5:30 p.m. and Tuesday from 7 to 8 p.m. Students may pre-register by Friday in the Career and Placement Services office. -The Observer

Weather

Will Sam marry Diane? Only time and a reading of "Cheating" by Chris Daher will tell. In the meantime, Wednesday's weather will be gray with a chance of showers. Thursday will be mild to upper 60s. Like Soviet submarines, tem- peratures will sink into the upper 40s Wed- nesday night. A 30 percent Chance of showers Thursday with highs near 60. -Associated Press

Intelligence service is vital to the safety of United States

When people think of the CIA, many different images pop into their minds. Some imagine a foreign espionage gathering, while others picture spies wearing dark glasses and trench coats chasing Russian spooks. Others see the CIA operating on the front lines of the battlefield for freedom, protecting the United States government.

The CIA, or Central Intelligence Agency, is no different from its Russian counterpart, the KGB. They believe that the development of sophisticated spy satellites that can provide for the well being of this society. An example was a recent last week that intelligence agencies had uncovered several terrorist plots to be carried out here in the United States. I sincerely believe that the United States government is doing everything it can to protect the United States. -The Observer

Another good example of CIA service is the development of sophisticated spy satellites that can monitor Soviet compliance with nuclear arms treaties. In past years when the CIA was recruiting on campus, protesters had tried to prevent this "morally corrupt" organization from interviewing at a Catholic university. I would argue that these protesters have done a disservice to their country. Notre Dame is an ideal place for the recruitment of future CIA employees. Unlike other universities, Notre Dame puts a premium on ingraining a moral character in its students. Values taught at Notre Dame are what the CIA needs.

Although I am not sure the CIA is for me, I hope other ND students decide to pursue a career with that agency and take with them some of the values instilled here at Notre Dame. Our future safety may rest on these students and the intelligence they gather.

Boston University

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

- Interested in learning about—and working in—governmental and political affairs in Washington, D.C.? Juniors and Seniors with at least a 3.0 average are invited to apply for a one-semester, 16 credit learning experience in the nation's capital.
- Supervised internships based on your specific interests are arranged with members of Congress, Executive Branch agencies, media organizations, trade associations, public interest groups, corporate public-affairs offices, and education associations.
- Seminars with leading government experts, supervised by Boston University faculty, focus on legislative and current policy issues.
- Scholarship assistance is available. The application deadline for the spring semester is October 27, 1986. For information and an application, complete and send the form below.

Please send information and an application for Boston University's Washington Internship Programs to:

Mail to: Boston University Washington Internship Programs 905 Commonwealth Avenue Boston, MA 02215

Boston University is an equal opportunity institution.
American crash survivor held by Sandinista government officials

Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - An American who survived when Sandinista soldiers shot down a cargo plane said Tuesday he is an aviation specialist who boarded the C-123 in El Salvador, and was captured in the jungle a day after the plane crashed.

Nicaraguan officials have claimed Eugene Hasenfus, 45, of Marinette, Wis., is an American military adviser serving in El Salvador and the transport shot down Sunday in southern Nicaragua was carrying weapons and ammunition to U.S.-backed Contra rebels fighting the leftist Sandinistas.

Sandinista army Lt. Col. Roberto Calderon said in Managua that Hasenfus and two Americans who died on the plane carried identification associating them with the U.S. military advisory group in El Salvador. However, officials in Washington denied connection between Hasenfus and the U.S. government.

It was not clear from the American's brief remarks to reporters Tuesday whether he was a military man or a civilian.

Calderon also said Sandinista officials were considering whether to put Hasenfus on trial and whether to return the American victims' bodies to their families.

Hasenfus, unhurried and wearing muddied denim clothing, was led onto a stage at the Government Press Center in Managua after being flown by helicopter Tuesday from the crash site.

"My name is Gene Hasenfus. I come from Marinette, Wis. I was captured yesterday in southern Nicaragua. Thank you," he said in a shaky voice. He was led away after 20 seconds, and reporters could not question him.

Hasenfus also was allowed to speak to local journalists briefly in San Carlos, a port on Lake Nicaragua near the crash site. He said the plane began its journey in Miami, picked him up in El Salvador, then took a Nicaraguan aboard in Honduras and entered Nicaraguan air space from Costa Rica at a site known as La Isla on the San Juan River.

According to Hasenfus, the Nicaraguan was one of three men killed in the crash. Nicaraguan army officers who accompanied Hasenfus said the other two men killed were Americans they identified as Wal­lace Blaine Sawyer Jr. and Bill Cooper. Their hometowns were not available.

Calderon said initially that all three dead men were Americans, but Calderon later said one was of "Latin origin."

The bodies were said to be in bad condition and still at the crash site in a remote jungle area north of the San Juan River.

American planes and helicopters had difficulty in reaching because of poor wea­ther.

Calderon, chief of the military district where the plane was shot down, quoted Hasenfus as saying Sunday's flight had been his fourth Contra supply flight since July.

Calderon said Hasenfus' job in the supply flight was to kick bundles of supplies out of the plane. The C-123 is an older model aircraft that was used by Ministry secretary-general, said on ABC's "Good Morning America" program Tuesday that the plane was on "a CIA opera­tion with CIA operatives."

CIA spokeswoman Kathy Phen­son said in Washington: "The guy doesn't work for us and CIA is not involved. There are con­gressional restrictions on assist­ance to the Contras and we do not break those restrictions." widely during the Vietnam War.

Calderon claimed documents found in the downed transport plane were in the victims' bodies identified Cooper and Sawyer as members of the U.S. military ad­visory group in El Salvador.

Correction

Tuesday's brief about the joint meeting of the Board of Governance and the Program­ming Board at Saint Mary's in­correctly reported a commit­tee being formed.

Fall festival is set to begin

By KATIE SULLIVAN

News Staff

This year's Saint Mary's Col­lege Fall Fest, a two-day ex­travaganza, will include a wide variety of cultural, social and ethnic events for the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's com­munity, according to Lisa Lawler, traditional events commissioner.

Wednesday's events will begin with preliminary rounds of co-ed volleyball at the An­gela Athletic Facility. Games will begin at 6:00 p.m. They will be played on turf. The co-ed volleyball finals will take place Thursday evening beginning at 6:30 p.m.

The Fuller prize-wining comedy "Crimes of the Heart" will be performed Wednesday and Thursday from 8:10 p.m. in O'Laughlin Auditorium.

An ethnic German dinner will be served for all Saint Mary's students Thursday evening at the Saint Mary's dining hall. A German band will en­tertain during the dinner.

Long Island Club Bus

Round Trip - $70

Reservations can be made between 7 and 9 pm on Thursday, October 9, in the basement of LaFortune. Payment must be made in full at this time.

Have a nose for news?

If you do, The Observer news department needs you. A special session on interviews for new reporters will be held today at 7 p.m. All in­terested should meet at The Observer's offices on the third floor of LaFor­tune. All are strongly en­couraged to attend.

ALL SENIORS GOING TO
JAMAICA

Mandatory Meeting Thurs. Oct 9
7:00 pm in Washington Hall

Room assignments and day of departure will be discussed, and free trips will be raffleff off. Please attend.
Curran continued from page 1

is a "serious university." McBrien said that most Catho-
lic theologians, like Curran, dis-
agree with the Vatican prohibi-
tion on artificial birth control.
"You will find only a very tiny
minority of Catholic theologians and a tiny minority of catholi-
day people who agree with the
Vatican prohibitions," he said.

McBrien also cited a commit-
tee established by Pope John
XXIII in the early 1960s that rec-
ommended, by a two-thirds
majority, to change the Church
position on artificial birth control
- a recommendation the pope sub-
sequently chose not to fol-
low.

McBrien also said that none of
Curran's dissenting positions, in-
cluding disagreement with the
Church on artificial birth con-
control, involve "infallible" Church teach-
ing, and are therefore open to
dissent.

Guns

continued from page 1

had agreed to take the man to
Notre Dame in exchange for a
beer.

Dutka said the man identified
himself as Bill Cavanaugh, ac-
cording to the statement.

The man was not identified by
that name in the Notre Dame phone
directory.

After officers searched unsuccess-
fully for Dutka's passenger, Dutka offered to produce the
man's phone number, which he
said was in his car.

When Dutka reached into his
car, Assistant Director of Notre
Dame Security Phillip O. Johnson
noticed what appeared to be a
short shotgun on the floor of the
car, the statement said.

The shotgun, a Sears model 20-
gauge single shot, was partially
covered and was loaded with a
single cartridge.

Security officers immediately
removed Dutka from the car, search-
ed and handcuffed him.

Dutka was then taken to the Saint
Joseph County jail.

The passenger in Dutka's car
had not yet been found as of late
Tuesday night, according to  

HPC continued from page 1

scheduled monthly. HPC mem-
bers agreed to a general meeting with Goddick in early December.

In other business, Cahill intro-
duced Kim Weesner, a photo-
grapher from The Picture Man
in South Bend. Weesner said
photographers from The Picture
Man are available to "shoot can-
dies pictures at parties, half pic-
tures, internah sports and wed-
dings.

Weesner said there is no
photographer's fee, except for
weddings. The Picture Man,
Weesner said, offers tinted prints
at the following prices: 4 x 6, $2
each; 8 x 10, the standard size
hall picture, $5: 10 x 14, $7.50.

A Commissioner of Housing and
Security John Ginny said about
Hall Social Space, urging hall
presidents "to decide what they
need." Ginny said requests are
due by December 1 and can be
submitted to him or Director of
Student Residences Evelyn
Reinebold. Ginny said each hall
is expected to pitch in one third
of the cost of each requested item.

John Sidensticker, representa-
tive of the United Way, asked stu-
dent hall representatives to sign
up for the United Way Drive in
November. Sidersdicker said in-
terested students can sign up in
the student government offices in
LaFortune.

HPC Co-Chairman Sheila
O'Connor said publicity for the
Buzz Bus will be continued, add-
ing that schedule and ride cards
are forthcoming.

In other news, Joannie Cahill
said the Student Activities Board
will present the band "Berlin" at
Steppan Center on Saturday, Dec.
6.

Alyce Benz found the elec-
tricity forms for the Sowder
Award, the highest award a hall
can receive for extraordinary per-
formance and quality in interhall
activities, were distributed at the
meeting. The due date for appli-
cation is Tuesday, Oct. 14.

Cahill announced the ap-
mint of Morrissey Hall's Fat
McCabe as HPC executive com-
m i s s ioner.

Cahill also announced the
change of the HPC Hall Life Fund
Budget Committee meeting. The
Budget committee, consisting of
Barin Hall's Travis Collins, Flanner
Hall's John Schirger, Howard
Hall's Jim Bradford, Lewis Hall's
Kris Thompson, and Keenan
Hall's Frank Publicover will meet
7:30 p.m. at the apartment of
HPC Co-Chairmen Joannie Cahill
and Sheila O'Connor.

THE LAW CARAVAN

Thursday, Oct. 9
12-4 p.m.  
Steam Center

Co-sponsored by the Pre-Law Society and Career and Placement Services

Notre Dame Avenue Apartments

NOW RENTING FOR FALL

- Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.
- On site management & maintenance, all deluxe features.
- Move in before October 15th and get ONE MONTH RENT FREE!

Office at IDX Ave 234-6664
Call Anytime

MULTICULTURAL FALL FESTIVAL

TOMORROW'S EVENTS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9th

- Lithography Display at Snite Museum from 9:00
- St. Francis Shoppe Display at Library Foyer from 9:00-4:00
- American Lebanese Club Display at Fieldhouse Mall 12:00-1:00
- Multicultural Dinners at Dining Halls from 4:45-6:45
- Fireside Chat with Provost Timothy O'Meara discussing China at ISO Lounge at 8:00

MORE COMING TOWARD...

Executive Board meetings are open to all. Everyone is welcome to attend. An informal reception will follow the forum.

The Fourth Annual BUSINESS CAREERS FORUM

Wednesday, October 8th
7:00 pm in the Library Auditorium

A chance to hear diverse speakers give insights about the world of business and how to get ready to enter it.

THE EVENING'S SPEAKERS:

Jaki Thwey, president, Arctic Anderson & Co., Chicago
Ron Nahser, president and CEO, Frank C. Nahser Inc. Advertising Agency, Chicago
Mary Ann Weldon, director, financial controls analysis division, General Motors, Detroit

Everyone is welcome to attend. An informal reception will follow the forum.
Openness must be stressed in student leader actions

The Campus Life Council will be meeting this afternoon in the Center for Continuing Education building to discuss three parlantes proposals. The doors will be closed.

Student Body President Mike Switek has announced his decision to close the meeting to the public.

The council includes students, rectors and administrators. According to Switek, some members of the council might feel restrained if the meeting were open to the public. He said this action will improve the chances for free discussion on this controversial topic.

The benefits of this action do not outweigh the public’s right to know.

Past student government administrations have taken similar approaches when faced with controversial matters. Closing the doors to the public has led only to a loss of support from the student body. Students want accountability for the policies their leaders pursue. This cannot be done unless the meetings are open for public review.

At this meeting, the CLC could make a decision that would substantially affect hall life. Students have the right to be present.

The spirit of openness which has characterized Switek and Student Body Vice President Don Montanaro’s political careers is jeopardized by this action.

The Observer believes Switek and Montanaro are sincere in attempting to demonstrate their openness to students, both leaders moved their desks outside on the quad Monday; however, keeping their meetings open to the public would be a much more effective demonstration of their openness.

-The Observer

P.O. Box Q

Hungry and students benefitted from Rasta

Dear Editor:

As a proud graduate of Notre Dame, I was upset upon hearing of the decision to cancel the Rally Against Starvation (RASTA) as a student group. Two years ago, I founded RASTA along with a close friend of mine, Santiago O’Donnell. The group became much more than another charity organization working for African food relief. Through a series of campus lectures, movies, and educational activities which focused upon African history and culture as well as upon the tragic famine, RASTA generated a cultural and spiritual awareness of the relationship between U.S. citizens and the less fortunate people in famine-stricken Africa.

RASTA’s main event, the Spring Reggae Festival, was also a cultural affair which helped raise the consciousness level of the Notre Dame community. Throughout the concert, the crowd was reminded of the need to continue supporting African relief programs. A large slide show featured the main act contained graphic shots of famine victims mixed in with shots of healthy residents from around the world. During the intermission, RASTA members participated in a bread-breaking ceremony on stage in an effort to remind the audience of the real purpose of the concert.

The concert itself raised over $4,000 for African famine relief. Last year’s RASTA concert also successfully raised thousands of dollars for the victims of famine in Africa. It is unfortunate that such a valuable organization has become the victim of the administration’s decision-making process. While I was aware of illegal alcohol consumption at the first RASTA concert, it was not as great then, for example, the level of alcohol consumption at the 1984 Mock Convention. The Mock Convention, however, has not been canceled as a student event. In addition, as co-founder of RASTA, I helped organize an extensive student security force which actively maintained order during the concert. We were aware of the need to follow University regulations and we did our best to promote order at the concert.

Last year, I returned to Notre Dame to attend the second annual RASTA festival. While I did notice alcohol being confiscated, and properly, once it was not as prevalent than that at the Mock Convention or other student events such as pep rallies and SYR’s. While I understand that illegal drugs were allegedly confiscated at last year’s concert, these were surely isolated occurrences. Neither I nor anyone else in my group of friends witnessed the use of drugs in Stepan Center. Even if students were caught with illegal drugs and/or alcohol, wouldn’t the prudent reaction have been to subject those individuals to disciplinary action instead of cancelling the entire event? The decision to cancel RASTA seems especially unfair in light of less serious measures, if any, taken against the Mock Convention, pep rallies, and SYR’s where University regulations were and continue to be broken.

When I founded RASTA, I did so with the intention that the group would exhibit the moral and spiritual ideals that make Notre Dame a great University. By the time I graduated, RASTA had grown to encompass dozens of students committed to the cause of ending hunger by promoting global justice. Hundreds of Ethiopian children benefited from the money raised, and a movement had begun at Notre Dame which would have continued to graduate students dedicated to the very values upon which Notre Dame was founded. The students lost a group which fostered an awareness that we have a moral obligation to aid those in need.

The biggest losers, however, are the famine victims in Africa who will receive less food aid this year. While famine victims frequently fall victim to the process of institutionalized political decision-making exhibited by national governments and global institutions, I hope the Notre Dame community would be more sensitive to the cries of the needy in Africa.

Paul J. Romaglia
Class of 1986

Reflection groups help seniors evaluate years

Dear Editor:

For many students here at Notre Dame, college life is coming to an end. New pressures and new options seem to loom before themselves at every turn. Amid this flurry of questions is an opportunity to step back and look at where we’ve come and where we are going.

Senior reflection groups consist of twelve students and a faculty host who gather once a month starting after spring break. Each meeting, a few members are in charge of preparing a meal for the group and leading a discussion on any of a number of topics, ranging from careers and family to life under the Dome.

"With all the competition around here, people tend to overlook the deeper responsibilities of themselves," said Mary Ann Roemer, the CSS coordinator of Senior Reflection Groups. "There’s not enough coming together in a non-academic atmosphere on this campus." Tony Haske, a member from last year, recalls, "It was a great way to get to know people that you never got a chance to meet."

I think what made our group so successful," said Mini Graham, another former member, "was that the people were so diverse. It made for great conversation. Everyone had their own opinion, including Professor Chevel Fallon and his wife. We all respected each other, but at the same time, we had some really good arguments.

The Senior Reflection Groups are as successful as the members want them to be. "It’s a great opportunity," says Roemer, "but it takes commitment. They’ll get out what they put in.

Second semester senior year is a period of many emotions, and over the years, many seniors have taken advantage of this opportunity. "The timing was perfect," says Graham. "Not only was it a nice break just to get away for while, I think in many cases it was even therapeutic."

Mike Lochhead
Margy Pfeil
Notre Dame students

Quote of the day

"Have you had a kindness shown? Pass it on!"

"Twas not given for thee alone, Pass it on!"

"Let it travel down the years, Let it wipe another’s tears, Till in Heaven the deed appears - Pass it on!"

Henry Burton
1886
It is a typical Sunday afternoon for me: calling home, making a quick snack, and reflecting in the hot sun (about 60 degrees Fahrenheit) from a street in front of my side lunching with her friend Leonarda, whose advice for my upset stomach has me outside drinking some kind of bitter herb tea instead of joining them for lunch. You see, last Tuesday I had a carrot and onion soup (my specialty) which, unbeknownst to me, had gone bad by last night when I reheated my huge bowl of it. At 6:00 this morning, my stomach revolted the proposition. I told this story only to demonstrate how it is that we Chileans Associate get sick. Contrary to popular thinking, Chilean food is “Latin American” and therefore is inherently dangerous. Many times, our ailments are simply the price we pay for stupidity.

Gib Gallius
guest column

“It was the best of times, It was the worst of times,” wrote Charles Dickens in his classic novel, A Tale of Two Cities. It was the epoch of incredulity, there was no hope, no expectation, it was the epoch of miracles, it was the epoch of velocity, it was the epoch of hypocrisy, it was the epoch of issues, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the epoch of miracles, it was the epoch of velocity, it was the epoch of hypocrisy, it was the epoch of issues, it was the epoch of velocity, it was the epoch of hypocrisy, it was the epoch of issues. The quote is adapted from a speech by Gib Gallius, a guest columnist for the Observer.

University must focus on alcohol awareness

Dear Editor,

I recently returned to the campus for the Notre Dame football game and was very surprised by the direction the University was heading. I believe in the “Notre Dame” family and the extent to which the University has the moral obligation to set standards for the Catholic community and the world, but the key is the setting of standards by each member of the commu­nity. The duty of a moral member of a community is to individually uphold the standards set by others as well as those set by the community. To do so, Gib Gallius means to ensure the University approaches alcohol in a positive way, by virtue of its alcohol policies, and that it upholds the moral obligation to positive change in the world. The moral member of the community understands that alcohol free environments in the University’s facilities are a moral duty, not only for the University to deal with, but for the student to deal with as well. What is good in one environment can negatively impact the environment of others. The University must not only have policies that encourage the reduction of alcohol consumption, but those policies must be accompanied by consistent enforcement. The University of Notre Dame, by its policies, is not fulfilling its moral obligation to prevent alcohol consumption on campus.

When I returned to the campus, I picked up an Observer and read an ad by the students of two dorms on campus plead­ing the administration to discuss some judgment involving two resident assistants. This was a signal, taking out ads to request discussion implies lack of commu­nication. Then I discussed the incident with several students. Each student had a slightly different story, but all had knowledge of the incident and were more than willing to discuss it with me. We discussed various topics, including alcohol and other topics. People tend to blow steam in the face of uncertainty and all come to all the same conclusions: many were, quite honestly, not referring to the alcohol in the social settings, but rather to the alcohol to the alcohol on the campus or rowdy students at the game. What was wrong was what was not there. “Louie, Louie,” a guest column by John Farley, provides further insight into the issue.

John Farley
guest column

Those of you with reasonably decent memories may recall that the band performed “Louie Louie” at the Michigan game. Louie Louie is a well-known song and a moral problem that those songs promote. The real world does not always agree that they promote, but it does promote serve the greater good and the prevention of alcohol use. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good and the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good.

Last Saturday’s victory over Purdue was rather satisfying. Unfortunately, this sit­uation will only remain at rest if the University must focus on alcohol awareness.

John Farley

P.O. Box Q

Banning “Louie, Louie” is only the beginning

There are several problems created by the banning of “Louie, Louie.” First of all, it may cause the band to carefully evaluate their setlist in the future. For example, “Tequila” promote or con­tribute to the consumption of alcohol? Does “Runaround Sue” support sexual promis­cuity? Is the “1812 Overture” an anthem for war or a celebration of peace? John Farley, the editor of the Notre Dame Observer, provides further insight into the issue.

John Farley is enrolled in the Freshman Year of Studies.

P.O. Box Q Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219) 239-5303
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Viewpoint

Hope flourishes despite continuing violence

It is a typical Sunday afternoon for me: calling home, making a quick snack, and reflecting in the hot sun (about 60 degrees Fahrenheit) from a street in front of my side lunching with her friend Leonarda, whose advice for my upset stomach has me outside drinking some kind of bitter herb tea instead of joining them for lunch. You see, last Tuesday I had a carrot and onion soup (my specialty) which, unbeknownst to me, had gone bad by last night when I reheated my huge bowl of it. At 6:00 this morning, my stomach revolted the proposition. I told this story only to demonstrate how it is that we Chileans Associate get sick. Contrary to popular thinking, Chilean food is “Latin American” and therefore is inherently dangerous. Many times, our ailments are simply the price we pay for stupidity.

Gib Gallius

guest column

“It was the best of times, It was the worst of times,” wrote Charles Dickens in his classic novel, A Tale of Two Cities. It was the epoch of incredulity, there was no hope, no expectation, it was the epoch of miracles, it was the epoch of velocity, it was the epoch of hypocrisy, it was the epoch of issues, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the epoch of miracles, it was the epoch of velocity, it was the epoch of hypocrisy, it was the epoch of issues, it was the epoch of velocity, it was the epoch of hypocrisy, it was the epoch of issues. The quote is adapted from a speech by Gib Gallius, a guest columnist for the Observer.

University must focus on alcohol awareness

Dear Editor,

I recently returned to the campus for the Notre Dame football game and was very surprised by the direction the University was heading. I believe in the “Notre Dame” family and the extent to which the University has the moral obligation to set standards for the Catholic community and the world, but the key is the setting of standards by each member of the commu­nity. The duty of a moral member of a community is to individually uphold the standards set by others as well as those set by the community. To do so, Gib Gallius means to ensure the University approaches alcohol in a positive way, by virtue of its alcohol policies, and that it upholds the moral obligation to positive change in the world. The moral member of the community understands that alcohol free environments in the University’s facilities are a moral duty, not only for the University to deal with, but for the student to deal with as well. What is good in one environment can negatively impact the environment of others. The University must not only have policies that encourage the reduction of alcohol consumption, but those policies must be accompanied by consistent enforcement. The University of Notre Dame, by its policies, is not fulfilling its moral obligation to prevent alcohol consumption on campus.

When I returned to the campus, I picked up an Observer and read an ad by the students of two dorms on campus plead­ing the administration to discuss some judgment involving two resident assistants. This was a signal, taking out ads to request discussion implies lack of commu­nication. Then I discussed the incident with several students. Each student had a slightly different story, but all had knowledge of the incident and were more than willing to discuss it with me. We discussed various topics, including alcohol and other topics. People tend to blow steam in the face of uncertainty and all come to all the same conclusions: many were, quite honestly, not referring to the alcohol in the social settings, but rather to the alcohol to the alcohol on the campus or rowdy students at the game. What was wrong was what was not there. “Louie, Louie,” a guest column by John Farley, provides further insight into the issue.

John Farley

guest column

Those of you with reasonably decent memories may recall that the band performed “Louie Louie” at the Michigan game. Louie Louie is a well-known song and a moral problem that those songs promote. The real world does not always agree that they promote, but it does promote serve the greater good and the prevention of alcohol use. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good and the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good. The real world does not always agree that the prevention of alcohol use is the greater good.

Last Saturday’s victory over Purdue was rather satisfying. Unfortunately, this sit­uation will only remain at rest if the University must focus on alcohol awareness.

John Farley
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**Accent**

---

**Bringing a world to ND**

MAUREEN DEVLIN
Features writer

Students have more to celebrate this week than the end of the first round of exams as Notre Dame hosts the first annual Multicultural Fall Festival.

The campus-wide event with the theme "Around the World in Seven Days," is a dream come true for Adele Lanan, assistant director for the Office of Student Affairs. Lanan came up with the idea for the celebration last year, after reading several articles and attending conferences dealing with multiculturalism; especially on a campus like Notre Dame with its diversity of countries is very important, greater campus unity.

"The driving force that made this dream a reality is the efforts abroad. The support of the many opportunities for learning and sharing cultural backgrounds. The Multicultural Festival serves the purpose of celebrating the uniqueness of our own students." Lisa Boykin, one of the student organizers, emphasized this goal as well. "If this celebration could convey just one message, it would be the tremendous contribution that multiculturalism provides. This aspect of Notre Dame truly enhances our community and makes it the special place that it is. One does not need to travel abroad to discover the things that have been right here all along."
Tie
continued from page 12

middlefield Fat Nash, who headed it. Nash was stopped by Brussels. The goal came at the 62:24 mark. The Irish of 64-22 mark. McCourt responded with the tying goal with just under 10 minutes to go in the second half. Morris took a pass right wing and centered it chest-high. McCourt, who was left unmarked in front of the goal, headed the ball into the side of the net. For McCourt, it was his 13th goal of the season.

McCourt's trio went into overtime, and both showed signs of exhaustion. The Irish also had too little keeping possession of the ball for the first 13-minute team in the nation.

"We were fatigued a little bit," said Grace. "We couldn't contain them. We were too panicky to contain. Each side exchanged calls on offense, but neither could get a shot off due to the defensive periods. Notre Dame had the better chances, but McCourt's goalkeeper was efficient. He came out with his hands on the ball for the first time in October 19. The Irish had a tie. They had two minutes were too panicky to contain.

"The hit it to me, and I shot, but the defender came out of the wall. I was not able to control the ball. We could not get the ball off the line, and usually stays put," said McCourt. "It was an indirect free kick," said Dugan. "I don't know if it was a good move or a bad move, but the Irish had a tie.

A Zip forward got off a shot with nine seconds left in the game. The Irish had a tie. Their final shot went into the net, and it was an indirect free kick.

The Observer Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center, accepts Notre Dame parents' messages in Maryann's office, located on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center. Orchestra members may be found in the atrium of the building. Parents need to be prepared, either in person or by mail. The charge is 10 cents per characters per page.

MUST SELL-Roundtrip flight to LOS ANGELES for Oct. break. Best offer. 363-2950
K.F. FORD GRANDA 4 CYL. AIR COND. 
1744 W. Box 100 and 400, 
Paul, Mo. Best offer. 325-5472
FORD GRANDA 4 CYL. AIR COND.
FORD GRANDA 4 CYL. AIR COND.
4006 OR CALL 272-4363

LOST/FOUND

Randy Morris and McCourt, who was able, $51,650, the second half. Morris took a shot with nine seconds left in the game. The Irish had a tie. Their final shot went into the net, and it was an indirect free kick.
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The Notre Dame volleyball team defeated Illinois State last night by the scores of 15-4, 15-13 and 15-3. That is the team’s seventh straight win which ties the school record set in 1982. -The Observer

Dick Dull has resigned as athletic director of the University of Maryland, the first casualty of the campus upheaval following the cocaine-induced death of Len Blau. While contending that he had been contemplating resigning as long as two years, Dull conceded that the Blau incident and the resulting investigations accelerated his decision. -The Observer

The squash club will hold an informal practice session on Thursday from 4-7 p.m. at the ACC courts. Players will have a chance to become acquainted and play some pickup games. All interested are invited to attend. For more information call Bill Mapother at 283-3666.

Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Friday in The Observer offices on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. -The Observer
Lanza uses talent and leadership to help Notre Dame line

By KEVIN HERBERT
Sports Writer

Senior Chuck Lanza, the starting center for the Irish, has been a key ingredient in the Notre Dame offensive line.

"Chuck is a very strong player with great determination," says head coach Digger Phelps. "He is an asset to the defense." 

Lanza, a 6-3, 255-pound senior from Germantown, Tennessee, has earned monograms for second place.

The South American Division includes the defending champions, the Hoobers, along with front runners Grace A and Notre A. The Hoobers, who took home the title last year as an Off-Campus Crime currently sport an unblemished 4-0 record. Senior captain Tom Browsler says he thinks the Hoobers will take place shortly after October break.
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The South American Division includes the defending champions, the Hoobers, along with front runners Grace A and Notre A. The Hoobers, who took home the title last year as an Off-Campus Crime currently sport an unblemished 4-0 record. Senior captain Tom Browsler says he thinks the Hoobers will take place shortly after October break.
Campus

12:10-1:00 p.m.: Closed meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous, Holy Cross House

12:15-1:15 p.m.: Center for Spirituality's Issues Facing Women in the Church. Fall 1986 Series, "Women and Morality," by Dr. Leslie Griffin, SMC, Stapleton Lounge

3:30-5:00 p.m.: Computer Minicourses, Advanced WORD, Room 108, Computing Center. Limit 10. Introduction to SAS, Part 2, room 23, Computing Center. To register call Betty at 239-5604. Free and open to public

4:15 p.m.: SMC Philosophy Department and Justice Education Lecture, "Is Capital Punishment Cruel and Unusual?," by Prof. Jeffrie Murphy, Stapleton Lounge

4:20 p.m.: Physics colloquium, "Matter Enhanced Neutrino Oscillations in the Sun," by Dr. S. Peter Rossen, Los Alamos National Labs, 118 Nielson Science Hall

4:30-6:00 p.m.: Dept. of Modern and Classical Languages Lecture "Poetry and Magic," by Prof. Thomas Green, Yale University, 124 Hayes-Healy

6:30 p.m.: Meeting, Society of Entrepreneurship and New Ventures, Chamileon Room of Hangar College Center, Saint Mary's


7:00 p.m.: Wednesday Night Film Series, "Singing in the Rain," 1952, color, 103 minutes. O'Shaughnessy Hall Loft

7:00 p.m.: African Studies Film Series, "Last Grave at Dimbata," Center for Social Concerns

7:00-9:00 & 11:00 p.m.: Movie, "The Enforcer," sponsored by SAB. $1. Engineering Auditorium

7:15-8:30 p.m.: Fellowship meeting, The Spiritual Rock of Notre Dame, Keenan-Stanford Chapel

8:00-9:30 p.m.: Economics Department Labor Workshop, "Trade And American Workers," by Prof. John Cullerton, University of Michigan. Hayes-Healy Auditorium

8:10 p.m.: NDSPSC Theatre Presents "Creatures of the Heart," 10th Auditorium

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Signs of approval 5 Turkic language
10 Deeds 14 Profess
15 That Is: Lat. 16 Native
17 Here and 19 Poem by Byron
21 Flightless bird
22 Appetizing
23 Lacerate
25 Broken term
27 "Gunsmoke" character
30 Gullar's cousin, var.
32 Danish district
35 Brutal
37 Favor
39 Opposite of date
40 Gr. letter
42 Remen
43 Dick of TV
46 Certain faxes
49 Caleb's bib-
50 Seat (12)
52 Hair pad
53 See 32A
55 Small bottle
57 Dumas
58 Musketeer
59 Twilight
61 Thorn
65 Crow
66 Certain drink
68 Foundation
69 Dispatch boat
70 Rain apparel
71 Coyote
72 Extend as a line
73 Hardtop for one
74 Down (13)
75 Cal. wine region
76 Ellipse

DOWN
1 Call: a love
48 Plumeria
51 Arise
54 Selling
55 To sell
56 Buffalo
57 Before hold
58 Mouse follower
59 Gagster e.g.
62 Birthright
63 Sp. painter
64 Musical group
65 Exclude
67 Helter

"Holy Figure you might try escapin', Bert — so I just took the liberty of removin' your horse's brain."

SAB Presents THE ENFORCER

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9
7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Engineering Auditorium

$1.00
Sports

Notre Dame ties Zips in soccer showdown

By PETE GEGEN Assistant Sports Editor

Behind a solid team effort, the Notre Dame soccer team tied 13th-ranked Akron, 1-1, yesterday.

The tie represents the biggest accomplishment for the team this season since the season-opening 1-0 victory over Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

"I'm happy with the way the game went," Assistant Coach Dennis Grace. "Akron is a brilliant team."

Akron was coming off a big victory over Indiana on Monday, which moved them to second in the Great Lakes rankings.

The Zips victory left the Broncos with a depleted unit yesterday. With only two extra players available, Akron started the game with some sluggish play. "They came out dragging in the first ten minutes," said Irish stopper John Guignon. "We were dragging too, but once we saw they were down, we started to pick it up."

At that point, the Irish were never intimidated by the Zips, marking them closely on defense in the first half.

Both teams had several good scoring opportunities in the first half, but neither team could score. Notre Dame's best chance came on a volley by forward Bruce Tigges, but it was saved by Zips keeper David Zippke.

"Potroko kept the pressure on in the second half with several offensive attacks. One centering pass was deflected just wide of the goal by an Akron defender."

 Akron caught the Irish napping on the transition game, and turned it into the first goal of the game. Midfielder Derek Gaffney lofted a centering pass to forward John Guignon heads a ball in soccer action earlier this year. The Irish tied the 13th-ranked Akron Zips 1-1 yesterday. Pete Gegen details the action in his story at left.

John Guignon for four runs in the second inning last night to beat the Red Sox 9-2 in the first game of the American League playoffs.

Clemens, pitching for the first time since being struck on the right elbow by a line drive last week, could not find his rhythm early on the circle. 00 degree night.

Brian Dowling drove in four runs for the Angels who scored more runs against Clemens than came out throwing hard with eight runs, seven earned, in 7 2-13 innings. He pounded him for 10 hits and eight runs, seven earned, in 7 1-3 innings. All traffic.

Witt, meanwhile, flirted with the first no-hitter in playoff history, holding the Red Sox hitless for 5-2-3 innings before Wade Boggs beat out an infield chop for a single. The hit broke a string of 16 straight batters retired by Witt after walking Boggs, the major league batting champion, leading off the first.

When Boggs got his hit, however, Witt and the Angels had the game in control and they coasted the rest of the way in the opener of the best-of-seven series. Game 2 was scheduled for 3:05 P.M. EDT today.

Clemens, the most dominant pitcher in baseball this season, entered with a 24-4 record including a 3-0 mark against the Angels, came out throwing hard with fastballs exceeding 95 mph. He escaped a two-on, two-out jam in the first inning by retiring Doug DeCinces on a fly to center-field wall, and opened the second by easily striking out Rob Wilfong and Dick Schofield.

But then Clemens, averaging just over two walks per game this season, suddenly ran into trouble. He walked Rob Boone on a 3-1 pitch and narrowly missed a full-count delivery to Gary Pettis.

Rob Rietbrock

Rietbrock follows with a line single up the middle and rookie Wally Joyner, who had doubled in the first inning, sliced an RBI double into the left-field corner that made it 2-0.

After Clemens threw ball one to Brian Downing, Red Sox pitching coach Bill Fischer walked hurried to the mound to talk with him. As soon as the visit was over and Sammy Stewart began warming up, Downing lined a two-run single into the left-field corner.

By the time Clemens finished walking out Reggie Jackson, he had thrown 45 pitches in the inning and had been rocked for four runs in an inning for only the second time this season.

The Irishrecord should not be our biggest worry

Irish Items

Yes, I know that Notre Dame is 1-3. And I know they have not won a road game since the season-ending win over USC in 1984.

I know that with three Top-20 opponents remaining on the schedule, it will be tough to finish the season with more wins than losses. But I do not think it is time to panic. Not by a long shot.

Head Coach Lou Holtz began the season by saying his team should win more than they lose in this four-game stretch, so far. The Irish have not won a road game since the Miami game. Midfielder Derek Gaffney lofted a centering pass to

So you see, it is not time to panic. The Irish are a good team, considered throughout the country by opponents as a formidable foe. They have been known to make other teams work for the wins they pull off.

The Irish have the offense that can make the big play occasionally, and can establish a ground game sometimes. To improve, they must be able to do both. The special teams have also been inconsistent, with the place-kicking unit's performance and Tim Brown's fumbled kickoff return serving as illustrations.

In short, the Irish have considerable ground to make up in all facets of the game. But the team's strength is there. The main thing needed is time for the various parts to come together.

The upcoming stretch of opponents, Pittsburgh, Air Force, Navy and SMU, are a notch below the teams that have beaten the Irish so far. The Irish figure to win more than they lose in this four-game stretch, and in the process put together some of the pieces that are there now but not meshing correctly.

Irish Items

Distribution violations when more serious infractions are put on the pack burner.

Be concerned that a team coached by Jimmy Johnson is in the driver's seat for a National Championship and a team coached by Gerry Faust still has a winning record?

Fre over the prospect of a wireless season for the Cats, but that shouldn't happen since they will play the Dolphins twice.

Worry about the possibility of another season filled with the obnoxious Chicago Bears, and would yet, another off-season filled with Bears players faces plastered on every product that hits the market.

Be troubled with the new instant replay rule in the NFL, and how a good idea is being ruined because referees have trouble using walkie-talkies, some things they should have mastered by the third grade.

Worry that, in some strange way, Donald Trump because the Irish are going to be led by Doug Flutie will have a job.

Worry about the possibility of the least exciting baseball season in quite some time ending with a World Series between the Houston Astros and California Angels but I guess it would only be fitting.

Be afraid that someday George Steinbrenner will get a job in the National Football League, sign some real people, instead of just saying bad things about the people he pays millions."

For the day Harry Caray resides, because nobody else constantly reminds us that baseball is meant to be fun, and when you follow the Cubs, that is a must.

Dread the day Ted Turner convinces us that the Atlanta Braves really are America's team, and that the GoodWill Games are here to stay.

Worry about the prospect of listening to Dick Vitale for the entire basketball game against Kansas, or listening to Keith Jackson try to fit "buildinggogging into a basketball terce.

Worry about the condition of the ACC furniture. It won't be long before Bobby Knight visits.

You should be more concerned with being duped into thinking last season's Dallas episodes were real, or thinking that watching more than two episodes of "AlF" is harmless than worrying about the football team.

Notre Dame is a pretty good football team, just as the Irish are going to be led by Doug Flutie will have a job.
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